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Sacred Technology

Embrace sacred technology as a valuable resource. Learn how to share your offering

with the world through authentic marketing via social media. Learn how showing up on your social

media platforms (Facebook, YouTube, Pinterest, Instagram) is essential for building awareness of who

you are and what you offer.

The time is now to let yourself become visible. Your soul’s purpose has been calling to

express itself through your life’s work and mission. The energy of Saraswati and Sacred Technology is

here to support you in activating, refining, and sharing your message. The world desires your brilliance

and your unique voice. As you uplevel your wealth frequency and take a stand in service of something

greater than yourself, your visions take shape and become a reality. This expression is what it means to

Live Artfully.



Temple body arts invites you to create a positive and intentional
relationship with technology, recognizing the digital age tools as mediums to amplify your

message and connect and collaborate on a global level. Part of our global evolution is to embrace and

utilize Sacred Technology to unite together across countries and continents and share our messages with

a more significant impact. Call on the energy of Saraswati as your ally in befriending and deepening your

relationship with Sacred Technology.
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As we move through the Path to Purchase below, note the platforms and technologies

you desire to embrace and learn about more deeply so that you can create the most easeful path to

calling in your Divine Clients.
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The Path to Purchase

Now that you are becoming clear on your Signature Essence (brand) and Soul Offering

(monetizable program), you will need to create a clear Path to Purchase for potential clients.

The Path to Purchase is a structured set of steps that someone interested in your work can follow

to get to know you & your offerings better, and potentially become a paying client. Once you have

figured out your first paid offering, you will need to put together steps to take someone from merely

being aware of you/your offering to converting them into a paying client. This connection is the goal of

the Path to Purchase: to seamlessly lead someone looking for what you offer, with zero awareness of

you, through the steps to become a client.

Along the Path to Purchase, there are five key steps: Awareness, Familiarity,
Intent, Purchase, & Loyalty.

The depth to which you explore these topics will depend on the investment and “risk”

level of your offering. Since the Path to Purchase derives from studies on human behavior, we often think

of the flow from step to step as a sort of “risk analysis.” At each step, there is a higher level of perceived

“risk” for the potential client. The most common risks your potential clients will consider, consciously

and subconsciously, will be financial investment, time investment, and privacy. The higher the ultimate

“risk” of your paid offering, i.e. the higher the price or time commitment, the more steps you will want

to add to your Path to Purchase. If you have a lower investment offering, i.e. a $100 product or a 4-hour

online event, the fewer steps you will need to convince your audience to take that risk with you.

It is important to note that since your potential clients are inclined to be calculating the risk of

investing with you, subconsciously or not, it is your job through your Signature Essence and Path to

Purchase to put their minds at ease. The goals along the Path to Purchase, which we go into more detail

below, are to build Credibility, Relatability, Connection, and Trust that you have

tangible methods to provide the transformation your clients are seeking.
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The best way to think about your Path to Purchase is through a Purchase
Funnel.

Looking at our Funnel above, you can see that as it carries down, fewer and

fewer people remain for each step. This process means that it is vital to get your message out there

NOW! You are never going to feel 100% secure in yourself and your offering, but you can’t let this stop

you from taking the first step and growing your audience. Building Credibility, Relatability, Connection,

and Trust take TIME. Even if you are not clear on your Soul Offering yet, building awareness of what you

stand for is a great place to start. Occasionally it will happen overnight, and you’ll wake up one day with

a new paying client you’ve never heard of! But this ONLY happens once you’ve built out a strong funnel

and path, filled with content for your divine clients to consume on their own and to get to know you and

your offering. (We will go into the difference between active/outbound marketing and passive/inbound

marketing later in this workbook).

By establishing a strong Purchase Funnel, you are ensuring that you are not only finding

more clients, but that you are finding the RIGHT clients - the divine clients that understand what you are

offering, value it, and who are likely to remain a client for some time!
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Breaking Down the Path to Purchase

AWARENESS

The first step on the Purchase Funnel is generating Awareness. Simply put, the first

step to get paid clients is to make the world aware that you are offering something! In our Purchase

Funnel, Awareness is a two-prong concept. Both Awareness of your Signature Essence (brand) and your

Soul Offering (monetizable program), are needed as a new leader and visionary. By sharing who you are,

what you offer and why, your future divine clients can become aware of you as a credible leader.

Generating awareness of your brand and program is, thankfully, pretty

straight-forward! All you have to do is show up.

Where: Start with social media - In the digital age, we are blessed with the ease of getting

awareness quickly on social media. Choose the channels that work for you: Facebook, Instagram,

Messenger, Twitter, Youtube, Linkedin, Pinterest, etc. and start positioning yourself as a leader in your

area. You can also begin to share your essence and offering in conversation with friends and family…
This is an excellent way for you to get clear on your messaging and receive instant feedback!

To who: Start in your current circles of friends and family. As we’ve discussed in

previous workbooks, sharing authentically from the energy of your Signature Essence can feel like a “big

deal” and loaded concept. By starting in your current trusted circles and showing them who you are and

what you offer and why, you can receive valuable feedback and learn what messages they are most

attracted to.

When you’re ready, expand your circle. Put your message out publicly, where it will be seen and heard by

people that maybe you aren't so close to. Pay attention to who responds positively, and what they have

to say.

What: Share content that represents your Signature Essence and Soul
Offering. You should view your awareness content as a way for people to learn about you, and should

answer one of the following questions:

Does this post support my credibility as a leader?

Does this post position me as a thought-leader in my space?

Does this post seem thoughtful, unique, insightful, inspiring etc?

When generating Awareness, pick the artistic medium that works for you.
Write posts, stories, poems, etc.

Record videos, do LIVES, of  your talks, dances, meditations etc

Share photos, paintings, songs, links to related content with your thoughts, etc
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When: NOW! If you are a part of Temple Body Arts, you are ready to get out there and be seen. Even if

you are still unsure of exactly what your offering looks like, you can still build awareness of your

Signature Essence. This step is crucial in being able to promote your unique offering.

ACTION ITEM: Begin sharing from the energy of your Signature Essence this week on social media.

Notice the responses and engagement you receive, and note any questions that arise

BUILDING AWARENESS HOT TIPS!
-Invite people to like your page or group on Facebook.

-Follow relevant hashtags and follow/comment on other people’s posts in your field.

-Tag sisters in your posts and invite them to share with their circles.

- Use your Temple Body Arts sisters as allies to cross-promote each other!

FAMILIARITY

The second step on the Purchase Funnel is building Familiarity. While a potential

client can become aware of you from seeing one post, it is through building mutual familiarity that they

begin to understand and relate to you. Mutual Familiarity means that the potential client gets to know

you and your offering better, and you, in turn, get to know your potential client better. When a potential

client has graduated from Awareness to Familiarity, they are on your radar (they become visible to you)

by liking a post, commenting, sharing, or engaging. Simply put, you’ve seen their name pop up in the

content promoting your essence and work. They are investigating you, and have begun to “risk” their

time by consuming your content. Or they “risk” their privacy by no longer being anonymous on social

media or by sharing their email address with you. Familiarity is an important step where you have

gathered Credibility and Relatability, and are working towards Connection and Trust.

What & Where: Building familiarity is easiest on social media and, further down the

road, a website. There are a few different simple ways to leverage familiarity, depending on where you

are in the building of your brand and offering. Much leveraging is through social media, so we will use

Facebook as an example.

Post Engagement- Engage in the comments on your posts. Notice who is liking, commenting and

sharing your posts... Like and comment back in a thoughtful way that continues to position yourself as

the leader you are.

Offer a Weekly Touchpoint- Create and promote a weekly touchpoint on social media, whether

it be a LIVE talk (highly recommended), a free weekly ritual you share, weekly inspiration, etc. Give it a

name and share about it often (Magnetic Wednesday is an example). Give people a reason to keep

coming back and checking in on what you are doing. This live talk, in turn, gives YOU the ability to easily

see who is getting familiar with you and leaning into what you have to offer.
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Create a Facebook Group (more advanced)- Once you begin to generate traction with your

posting and your weekly touchpoint, you can create a Facebook Group. Create a Facebook group that

gathers people interested in a common theme related to your essence/offering that is free to join (The

Temple Body Sisterhood is an example). Your Group, much like your Signature Essence and Soul Offering,

must provide a medicine that is unique enough to entice people to join. Carefully construct your group

name and message, and invite everyone you think might even be slightly interested! They can always say

no. Use this Group as a safe place to cultivate, witness, and nurture people in the Familiarity stage, by

giving them extra content such as posts, lives, polls, etc. Keeping them engaged is most important!

Create an email opt-in on your website (More advanced)- If you already have a

website, you must make sure that you are collecting the emails of people who are visiting frequently and

getting Familiar with you. This is bridging the potential client’s risk of privacy and anonymity, so to ease

this risk, it is best to offer something free in exchange for this information to entice them to continue

down your Purchase Funnel. (See the section titled “Free Gift” below for more)

You should view your Familiarity content as a way for people to get to know you better

and relate to you more. Your content should answer one of the following questions:

Does this post support my relatability?

Does this post share a viewpoint/story that is unique to my life and experience?

Could this post inspire someone to want to connect with me?

Who: On the Path to Purchase, you can only build Familiarity with people that are

already aware and engaging with you, so it will be very obvious who these people are! For as much time

as you are investing in trying to reach “new” people, spend as much if not MORE time engaging and

relating with the people already engaging and leaning into you.

When: As soon as one single person begins commenting, liking, or sharing what you

are doing, you have ushered them into familiarity. Once this happens, you will need to consistently

reciprocate their engagement to keep them flowing down the funnel.

ACTION ITEM: For every comment or share you receive on your shared content from this week,

comment back! Do not let a single word be unanswered, you don’t want to leave your potential clients

hanging in a one-way familiarity relationship!

BUILDING FAMILIARITY HOT TIP!

-If you are serious about reaching and engaging with potential divine clients, closely

monitor the channels you chose to put content on. Be vigilant to ensure that no comment, direct

message, or share goes unacknowledged!
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Familiarity Practice: Divine Letter To Client

Write a letter to your divine client with the goal that they feel Familiarity and Relatability

to you. This letter can be shared on social media, emailed, posted as a blog, or put on your website. Your

Sacred Why is the foundation of this Divine Client Letter. Tell your potential Divine Clients more about

you, your story, and why they can trust you as a leader. Let them know what you stand for. End with an

invitation for them to join you and your work.

Example: my Divine Client letter from my website:
I’d like to share my personal story with you…
For as long as I have walked, I have danced, and in my

twenties I graduated as an interdisciplinary artist from

Naropa University in Dance Therapy & Performing Arts. I then

went on to study Expressive Healing Arts and a myriad of

modalities of Bodywork, Tantra Yoga, and Dance, giving me a

rich understanding of the interconnection of the body, mind

and creative spirit.

When I was 28, living and working in Los Angeles, I suffered

an accident that injured my neck, leaving me unable to move

or dance. The carpet was pulled out from underneath me,

and I had to recreate myself. Through this deep inward

journey and the dark night of the soul, I discovered resources

which have now become the foundation of my Temple Body

Arts practices and philosophy.

Shortly after, I met my husband and moved to Costa Rica to

co-create Danyasa Eco-Retreat and then Envision Festival, both which have become world renown

platforms for transformation in their own right.

For the past 15 years, I have been teaching women to connect with their bodies, divinity and the Goddess

within, through dance, tantra yoga and expressive healing arts. I co-authored the book, The Path of the

Priestess: Discover Your Divine Purpose.

For the past five years, I have wanted to conceive and start a family but had trouble getting pregnant.

Then, in the past year, I experienced two miscarriages that brought me deeper onto my path of womb

wisdom and sexual sovereignty. I have gone deeper into the relationship with my womb and the wisdom

held within, learning to trust the wisdom and surrender to the divine mystery and my deeper purpose

more every day. These experiences have guided me to truly Live my YES and in 2017, I birthed The Temple

Body Arts School.

I am in service to guiding women in birthing themselves into their power and divine feminine essence,

as we prepare to birth a new paradigm, one rooted in love and guided by grace.

Will you join me? – Sofiah, 2017

Trust your divine clients are waiting for you, not someone like you, but you.
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INTENT

The third step on the Purchase Funnel is Finding Intent. Once a potential client has

become aware of you and your offering, engaged to become familiar and relate to you and your offering,

the next step you hope to guide them toward is intent to work with you, (usually) in a paid capacity.

People that have moved through to the step of Intent are your most engaged

audience. The best way to care for and convert potential clients in the Intent step is through Connection.

Connection = Currency.

The wonderful and sometimes tricky part of Connection is that it means something

different to everyone. Some people may feel connected with you by simply consuming your content on

social media or your website, and that may be enough to convert them to a paid customer. Other people

will feel most connected with you through a personal 1:1 conversation. These 1:1 conversations are

called Discovery Calls, and they are the most effective way of establishing the kind of connection that

transforms a potential client into a paid client.

What & Where: 5 Actions that signify intent & can establish connection .
The actions potential clients take to signify intent are often one of the following five:

1. Deeply engaging on your social posts/with your content by commenting often or sharing,

2. Clicking on promotional emails you’ve sent that highlight and link to your offering

3. Signing up for an opt-In Webinar

4. Visiting your website or social pages from targeted ads

5. Signing up for a Discovery Call with you

Discovery Calls

A Discovery Call is a 20-30 minute conversation with a potential divine client where they

have come to you because they feel you may have the keys to help solve a problem they’ve been

experiencing. The goal of a Discovery Session is to CONNECT, make them feel truly heard, and assess if

there is a mutual fit to work together.

In Temple Body Arts Discovery Calls, we use the GROW template, as modeled by Sage Lavine

of Women Rocking Business. Her breakdown and explanation of GROW Conversations is below:

Practice connection, depth, listening, presence & bold honesty. Open the session with CONFIDENCE: “If I

could support you with one thing today, what do you need help with the most?”
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1) GOALS
• What do you want? What’s your goal/vision?

• Look for their WHY: Why is this important to you?

• How does it FEEL to have it?

2) REALITY
• What’s stopping you? What’s your reality?

• Tell me more about (whatever they’re challenged with)

• How has this affected your health? Family life? Relationships? Finances?

3) OPTIONS
• Recommend 1-2 plans or support strategies based on their goals / visions

• Ask: “Would you like me to lay out a mini-plan for you right now?

• Lay out the plan: Based on what you’ve shared, I believe that with _____ and _____ course of

action, you could be experiencing ______ solution within a few months time.

• Once you’ve laid out the plan, ask… Is this vision worth walking through your fears / self

doubt?

4) WRAP-UP
• Offer your Solution if it’s a fit

• How were you hoping I might be able to support you further?

• As you describe your services, TIE BACK each component of what you offer to their problem /

reality & what they say they wanted.

• Connect the dots for them: “Here’s why I recommend you consider investing” or… “Here’s

why I would love the opportunity to support you further”

From Sage Lavine, Women Rocking Business
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When: Focus on moving clients through Intent when you are approaching the start of a

group/ 1:1 program, and not too far in advance. When you are just getting started with your signature

offering, it is best to keep the lag window between enrolling for a program and fulfilling that program

small. By quickly turning around and delivering on the client’s investment, you secure their trust. If you

fill a program too far in advance, you risk people reconsidering their decision and backing out. You will be

able to increase how far out you can enroll a program as you build your credibility and clout.

MOVING THROUGH INTENT PRO TIP!
-Offer disappearing bonuses! A great way to incentivize people to not only make a financial

investment with you but be more likely to stay in that commitment is to offer instant bonuses when they

sign up. For example, offer them a bonus meditation or extra call if they register by a (very near)

deadline, emphasising that the offer will expire after a certain date. This plays into our human nature to

react strongly to both instant gratification and scarcity.

PURCHASE

The fourth step on the Purchase Funnel is Purchase. When a potential client has gone

through your funnel and converted to an actual paying client, it’s time to celebrate! Through putting

yourself out there in your own unique, authentic, and inspiring way, you have magnetized another to

invest in your offering. This is a very special accomplishment and deserves full acknowledgement and

praise. Convincing someone to invest and “risk” their time, money, and privacy with you takes skill and

most importantly trust. When someone decides to become your paying customer, it means that not only

have they come to deeply TRUST you, but you have demonstrated that you trust yourself as a leader.

PURCHASE PRO TIPS!
-Communicate Professionally. Once you have a paid client, it is important to maintain a level

of professionalism in the way in which you conduct your business to retain that trust. Be mindful of the

ways you communicate: pick one or two ways max, either via email, phone, whatsapp, messenger, text

etc, that you will communicate to keep messages clear and retain boundaries.

-Ensure High Value. Make sure that there is a clear line between the offering your client is paying

for, and any free offerings you have as part of your funnel.
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LOYALTY

The final step in the Purchase Funnel is establishing loyalty. Loyalty on the Path to

Purchase really means engaging with satisfied customers and ultimately, turning that satisfaction into

repeat business. It is a well-established fact that it takes three times the number of resources to earn a

new customer as it does to retain a current customer. Customer Retention (Loyalty) is an advanced

concept on the Path to Purchase, but it is important to understand from the beginning, so you can begin

to lay the foundation early for easily retaining clients, and be tuned into the key ways to keep your

clients happy. Within Loyalty, the important facets include exceeding expectations, collecting

testimonials, creating your “next-level” offering.

Exceeding expectations- The best way to ensure your clients are happy and cannot wait to work

with you again is to ensure you are not just meeting expectations, but exceeding them. When you are

building out your Signature Soul Offering, it is always best from the very beginning to keep in mind the

ways in which you can “over-deliver” on the promises of your program. Giving added value, like bonus

sessions, bonus calls, extra pdfs etc is key to ensuring your customers feel the value they receive from

their investment is exceeded.

It is important to note that this requires careful planning for what you will publicly include in your

offering and what you will keep as a surprise bonus for later. It is one of the many subtleties of

psychology that will ultimately separate an extremely satisfied client from one who may leave. For

example, you can give both clients the same thing: 2 pairs of shoes for $40. The client you give both pairs

upfront for $40 will not feel they received nearly the same value as the client who received 1 pair for

$40, and then was given the second pair for free as a bonus. Remember: it is always best to

under-promise and overdeliver than vice versa!

Collecting testimonials- Collecting testimonials from your happiest, most transformed clients

is a powerful way to not only convince future clients to work with you, but to convince that same client

to work with you again. When collecting testimonials, it is important to create a “from A-Z” story:

highlight where they were before, and where they are now with the help of your transformational

offering. These are the types of stories that convince potential clients that it’s possible for them to have

the same kind of transformation, and they provide a high level of credibility and clout to what you offer

as a leader.

Creating your next-level offering- Once you’ve successfully led your first client(s) through

your signature offering, hopefully they are not going to want it to end! Eventually, you will want to create

other offerings, or a high-level program, for your clients to continue working with you. It will take time

and the experience of working with clients first hand to know what this next program should be.

Wherever you are on the journey with your Signature Essence and Soul Offering, it is most important to

find the sweet spot between your experience, what excites you, and what your clients are looking for
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PATH TO PURCHASE SUMMARY

When mapping out your entire funnel, it is important to remember that this is a set of

guidelines, and not a perfect formula. Sometimes it will be perfectly successful in converting customers

one step at a time, and sometimes it will not. Ultimately, it is up to you to monitor the effectiveness of

your funnel, and make any changes that become apparent.

Purchase funnel pro tips!
- Clear your Bottlenecks- When you are looking at the customers you have in your

funnel, you may come to realize that you have a very high number of people at one step, but not

many converting to the next step. This is called a bottleneck. If you have many customers stuck

and not converting, it means that you need to look at the pieces that make up those two steps in

the funnel and either adjust them to become more appealing/likely to convert, or you need to

add new pieces. Similar to the idea that “it costs 3x more to get a new client than to maintain a

current one”, it takes more effort to get new people to start at the top of your funnel, then to

figure out how to better convert the people already IN your funnel.

- Be Consistent on all channels. If you are sharing your message across multiple

channels it is imperative that you are consistent in your words and your branding across all

channels. Customers need to feel confident and held within your brand essence. If they feel it is

too scattered or that they cannot “track” consistent themes or branding in your message to feel

FAMILIARITY, it is likely you will lose their interest and their potential purchase.

- Be consistent in showing up. The only way to keep converting potential clients through

the Path to Purchase is to have consistency in how you show up. Each of us will have platforms

and ways of sharing that feel authentic and inspiring. It is up to you to discover where you can

share authentically consistently. Showing up consistently not only gets your message out there

to convert potential clients, but it gives you more and more confidence in yourself as a leader

and in the validity of your unique offering.

- When to use advertising- when you are just starting out, it is best to keep your

marketing & advertising efforts “organic”-meaning unpaid. As you become more certain that

you’ve captured the majority of your current audience in your funnel, you can start to think

about using advertising to reach new audiences. The easiest way to start is by promoting

facebook posts to “lookalike” audiences through Facebook Ads Manager.

- Inbound vs Outbound marketing- Another great way to understand the flow of your

Purchase Funnel is through the concepts of Inbound vs Outbound Marketing. Outbound

Marketing is the traction you receive from content you are putting “out” to the world in an

active attempt to engage your audience. When you email a potential client, and they click on a

link to learn more about your offering, that click is a result of Outbound Marketing. Outbound
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Marketing is actively reaching out to your clients. Inbound Marketing is the traction you receive

from potential clients reaching in to you. When a potential client starts reading about you or

your offering because they were recommended to you by a friend, that is the result of Inbound

Marketing. When a potential client finds your Instagram profile through a hashtag, reads more of

your posts, and clicks on the link to your program listed in your profile, that is a result of Inbound

Marketing. Inbound Marketing is passive; it's the traction and attention you garner when you

aren't actively trying for it, and it is an important piece to set yourself up for in your Path to

Purchase so people can ALWAYS be finding you and entering your funnel on their own time.

EXAMPLE: FREE GIFT & Opt In

As you show up consistently online, so will your divine clients. An example of

getting a client in the door and on your email list is by offering a free gift.

A Free Gift is a great way to grow your email list and know who your “warm leads” are

in the Familiarity stage of the Purchase Funnel, the ones who are listening, leaning in and wanting more.

Your Free gift gives potential clients an opportunity to connect with you
and experience a taste of what you offer and who you are. The free gift should

relate strongly to your Signature Essence and feed into the themes of your Soul Offering.

Use this tool to provide instant gratification to potential clients, and
entice them with these effective title examples: *Blueprints * Checklists * Ebooks *

Quizzes * Guidebooks * Meditation. Give the title of your Free Gift a results-based name: i.e. Sexual

Empowerment Blueprint, What Goddess Archetype Are You? Quiz

Sofiah’s Example: BECOME A  Magnetic GODDESS.
Receive my FREE GIFT: 5 Temple Body Arts Practices to Activate your Feminine Power!
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